
Statement or Exclamation? 

SPaG | Writing and Identifying Statements and Exclamations

1.	If you think the sentence is a statement, write an ‘S’ in the box next to it. If you think 
the sentence is an exclamation, write an ‘E’ in the box next to it.

I can understand the differences between statements and exclamations.

a) How awful it will be if the dragon catches us!

b) What a hard maths problem this is!

c) The ride takes about 3 minutes.

d) What a terrible fight those cats are having!

e) How hot it is today!

f) Peas are a small vegetable.

g) The house is empty.

h) It may rain later.

i) Pandas eat bamboo.

j) What a fast train we are travelling on!
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Statement or Exclamation? 

SPaG | Writing and Identifying Statements and Exclamations

1.	Add a full stop or an exclamation mark to each of these sentences to make them statements  
 or exclamations.

I can understand the differences between statements and exclamations.

a) Dragons are not real

b) How awful it will be if the dragon catches us

c) It’s maths after break

d) What a hard maths problem this is

e) How fast this ride is

f) The ride takes about 3 minutes

g) The cat is hungry

h) What a terrible fight those cats are having

i) The Sun is yellow

j) How hot it is today

k) How horrible these vegetables are 

l) Peas are a small vegetable

m) How scary that house looks

n) The house is empty

o) What soaking wet clothes you have on

p) It may rain later

q) What a cute panda he is

r) Pandas eat bamboo

s) The train is on time

t) What an amazing train we are travelling on
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1.	Add a full stop or an exclamation mark to each of these sentences to make them statements  
 or exclamations.

a) Dragons exist only in stories

b) How lucky we were to escape the dragon

c) After break we have our maths lesson

d) What a hard maths problem this is

e) How kind of Jayden to help me with my maths work

f) How incredibly fast and exciting this ride is

g) The ride takes about 3 minutes

h) The cat is meowing because she is hungry

i) What a terrible fight those cats are having

j) The Sun is a medium-sized star

k) How hot it is today

l) How horrible these vegetables are 

m) What lovely green peas we are eating

n) Peas are one of the smallest vegetables you can find

o) How frightened I was when something touched my arm

p) What a loud scream you have

q) Some of the windows are broken and the house is empty

r) What a shame that it rained all day

s) How unfortunate that we had to cancel our trip

t) It may rain later

u) What an adorable panda he is

v) Pandas eat bamboo

w) They are black and white

x) The train is on time

y) What an amazing train we are travelling on

z) How lucky we are to find a seat on this speedy train
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I can understand the differences between statements and exclamations.



     

Answers
1.	 If you think the sentence is a statement, write an ‘S’ in the box next to it. If you think the  
 sentence is an exclamation, write an ‘E’ in the box next to it.

1.	 Add a full stop or an exclamation mark to each of these sentences to make them  
 statements or exclamations.

Statement or Exclamation?

a) Dragons are not real .

b) How awful it will be if the dragon catches us !

c) It’s maths after break .

d) What a hard maths problem this is !

e) How fast this ride is !

f) The ride takes about 3 minutes .

g) The cat is hungry .

h) What a terrible fight those cats are having !

i) The Sun is yellow .

j) How hot it is today !

k) How horrible these vegetables are !

l) Peas are a small vegetable .

m) How scary that house looks !

n) The house is empty .

o) What soaking wet clothes you have on !

p) It may rain later .

q) What a cute panda he is !

r) Pandas eat bamboo .

s) The train is on time .

t) What an amazing train we are travelling on !

a) How awful it will be if the dragon catches us! E

b) What a hard maths problem this is! E

c) The ride takes about 3 minutes. S

d) What a terrible fight those cats are having! E

e) How hot it is today! E

f) Peas are a small vegetable. S

g) The house is empty. S

h) It may rain later. S

i) Pandas eat bamboo. S

j) What a fast train we are travelling on! E



Answers
1.	 Add a full stop or an exclamation mark to each of these sentences to make them  
 statements or exclamations.

Statement or Exclamation?

a) Dragons exist only in stories .
b) How lucky we were to escape the dragon !
c) After break we have our maths lesson .
d) What a hard maths problem this is !
e) How kind of Jayden to help me with my maths work !
f) How incredibly fast and exciting this ride is !
g) The ride takes about 3 minutes .
h) The cat is meowing because she is hungry .
i) What a terrible fight those cats are having !
j) The Sun is a medium-sized star .
k) How hot it is today !
l) How horrible these vegetables are !

m) What lovely green peas we are eating !
n) Peas are one of the smallest vegetables you can find .
o) How frightened I was when something touched my arm !
p) What a loud scream I heard !
q) Some of the windows are broken and the house is empty .
r) What a shame that it rained all day !
s) How unfortunate that we had to cancel our trip !
t) It may rain later .
u) What an adorable panda he is !
v) Pandas eat bamboo .
w) They are black and white .
x) The train is on time .
y) What an amazing train we are travelling on !
z) How lucky we are to find a seat on this speedy train !


